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ON COSYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS
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Dedicated to Professor Kyu Chang Nam on his sixtieth birthday

1. Introduction
As a complex analogue to the Weyl conformal curvature tensor, 

S.S. Eum [2] introducted the so-called cosymplectic Bochner curvatu호e 
tensor and studied its fundamental properties.

Recently, the cosymplectic manifolds have studied by G.D. Ludden 
[5] in the theory of submanifolds and T. Kashiwada [이 studied some 
conditions in order that the Bochner curvature tensor vanishes in the 
Kaehler manifolds. Similar studies were made by M. Seino [6] in the 
contact Bochner curvature tensor case.

The purpose of this paper is to study necessary and sufficient con
ditions for the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor to vanish in the 
cosymplectic manifolds.

2. Cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor
Let M be an m-dimensional cosymplectic manifold with structure 

(饱 that is, a manifold M which admits a 1-fbrm a vector
field & a metric tensor g satisfying

p ]、) = 1,矿X = -X + ?7(X)& 妓=o,
L" 戒& X) = 7?(X), g0X, ©Y) = g(X, Y) -

(2.2) = 0, ▽xf = 0

for any vector fields X and F, where V denotes the Riemannian con
nection of g. The fundamental 2-form 0 is defined by

以 X,Y) = g0X,Y).
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The cosymplectic Bochner curvature Z, U) = g(B(X,Y)Z, U) 
is defined by 
(2-3)
硏X,匕 Z, U) = K(X, y, Z, U) - [S(Y, Z){g(X, U)-网他)}

-S(X, Z)(ff(Y, U) - 77(丫)7仞)} + S(X, U){g(Y, Z) - 水丫冰勿}

-S(Y, U){(g(X, Z) - °(X)77(Z)}-以X, U)H(Z,Y)

+ 鱼(匕 U)H(Z, X)-臥匕 Z)H(U, X) + 垂(X, Z)H(U, Y)
+ 2算Z, U)H(Y, X) + 26(X, Y)H(U, Z)]/(m + 3)

+ Q[{g(X, U)-爪X)，7(U)} • {g(Y, Z) - 5F(Z)}

-{g(X，U)-，心)应)} • {g(X, Z) - 〃(X)，7(Z)}
-鱼(X, “)垂(z, k) + ①(匕 u)e(z, x)

+ 2e(X, y)$(r, Z)]/(m + l)(m + 3),

where
H(x, y) = S0X、Y) = -H(Y,X),

K(X,y,Z,U) = g(K(X,Y)Z,U)

is the Riemannian curvature tensor, S is the Ricci curvature and Q is 
the scalar curvature of M.

It is easily seen that the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor sat
isfies the following conditions;

B(X,Y,Z,U) = -B(Y,X,Z,U\

B(X,Y,Z,U) = -B(X,Y,U,Z),

(2.4) 硏X, Y, Z, U) = B(Z, U, X, K),

B(X, Y, Z, U) + B(Y, Z, X, U) + B(Z, X, Y,U) = 0, 

B(X,Y,梱,Z) = Q, 3(&X,Y,Z) = 0.

Let q = (m —1)/2 and take a - basis {e“ • ■ • , em} at each point of M 
such that ei, • • • , eg, eg_|_i =小林)-• • , em = We write the
basis by {公?公* = 하1d assume that the indices z, J, fc, * - - run
over the range (1,2, ••- , m}3 A, /z, k, ••- run over the range (1,2,・• . , q} 
and r, 5,t, u, ••- take {1,2, - - - , 2g}. Then we have the following com
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ponents and relations with respect to the ©-basis {e\, e人*M};

9 31 = 83*

令心* = 一臥心=1,令八=0 (j # A*), ©mm = 0,

p 5) + Kk声卩=0,

mmX* — 0,
= s〉心 S〉w = —S，“

Smm = 0? S入血=S\* m = 0,

where 臥卩 = ①(e入, e“), K사"寸 = Jv(e>5 eM, eK) er) and S사、= S(eA,eM).

3. Theorems
R.L. Bishop and S.L Goldberg [1] proved

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a curvature like tensor, i.e., R satisfies

(1) K(X, K Z, U) = — R(匕 X, Z, U\
(2) R(X,KZ") = H(Z,U,X,Y),
(3) the first Bianchi7s identity.

Then R = 0 if and only if R(X^YjX.Y) = 0 for every orthonormal 
basis.

In the case of a Kaehlerian manifold, as a special case of Proposition 
3.1, T. Kashiwada (이 showed 나for J? = 0, it suffices that RrSrs = 0 
for every J-basis {ca, e人* = Jex}, where J is the almost complex struc
ture. Since (2.4) guarantee that the cosymplectic Bochner curvature 
tensor B is a curvature like tensor and by means of ▽, = 0 and (2.4), 
we see that

PROPOSITION 3.2. In an m-dimensional cosymplectic manifold, the 
cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor vanishes if and only if B(en q” 

enej) = 0 for every ©-basis。

In [4], the present author proved

LEMMA 3.3. Let M be an ?ti(> 9)-dimensional cosymplectic man
ifold. The cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor B of M vanishes if 
and only if Krstu = 0 (|r|, \s\^ |f], |u| 尹)，where writing |r| = A for 
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r = A or A* and |吐 倍|巾，|이 丰 means that |r|, \s\y |t| and |u| differ 
from one another.

Putting
Bkjih = Kkj\h + Ukjik/+ l)(m + 3),

we have
旷=Krssr + Urssr / + l)(m + 3),

where writing

Urssr = -(m + l)(5rr + S”)+ Q (|r| / |s|),
-Saa* a* a = Kxm — 8SM/(m + 3) + 4Q/(m + l)(m + 3)

by use of H* = S» = 히id (2.5).

THEOREM 3.4. In an m(> 9)-dimensionaJ cosymplectic manifold 
the following relations are equivalent to one a，口other at every point 

p of M.
(1) The cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor B(p) = 0.
(2) For every 必basis at p,

人人*) + 4(%,%*) = 8(eA,eA*) (A 丰产)，

where 厶(X)Y) means the sectional curvature with respect to the plane 
spanned by X and Y.

(3) For each(/)-holomorphic 8-plane W in Tp(M)^

= A(ei,e2) +A(e3,e4)

is independent of(j)-basis B = {e> • • •,加i, • • •,加4} of TV.
(4) For every orthogonal 8-vedors (ei, • - • , %娅顼--』心} of 

写(的，
e2)+ 4(^3, e4)= A(e19e4)+ A(e2) e3).

Proof. (1) <——> (2) have proved in [4].
(1)——» (3) : Assume that Z?(p) = 0, then for a ©-basis, it follows

(3.2) Krssr = (Srr + Sss)/(m + 3) + Q/(m + l)(m + 3) (|r|, \s\ 令.
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Let
B = {ei,e2,e3,eMei,加2,加3,加4}, 
B = {处，e；2, £3, e；,加;，加，加，加4}

and

be bases of W C Tp(M'). We construct two bases of TP(M) such that

•戶={ei,•…,e3,^ei,••-,妈上}

•尸 ={晚，…,64,65,•• - ,eq,槌1,…，如，加&…，妈M}, 

then we have

4(处，切)+ 厶(典，。4)= {Sn + $22 + $33 + S44}/(m + 3)
' + 2Q/(m + l)(m + 3), 

by use of (3.2)。
Let Sa and be components of the Ricci curvature with respect 

to the bases T and F、respectively. So, as Q = and
= Smm = S» = xx and S'*人* — S〉、*〉、/ (人〉4)〉we have 

2：=i S“ = S" Hence, by virtue of (3.3), we see that fcp(IV, Z3) 
is independent of &

(3) ——> (4) is trivial.
(4) ——> (1) : Let {处，… ,eg, ei, ■•- ,《} be an arbitrary '-basis 

of Tp(M). For {eK, eA, <^eK, ^eA, </>e^}, by assumptions,

Kkxm + K 卩s시丄 — Kki/uk + Kx”以*

We take another orthonomal vectors (eK) e，e^, e^,加心 ％ 如匕,©&} 
such that

政=pex + weg, * = ~-wex + p% (p2 + w2 = 1, pw 0).

Since政)+ &上/&) = A{eK,ev') + 4(政，e"), it follows

(3-4) K〉、《 = K*"

and so g((&(饥们 政)政,e”)= g(K(s eQ by use of the fact that 
(3.4) is true f。호 every 0-basis. Hence we get Kk* + K”아" = 0 
and then 1<我半知 — 0 by the first Bianchi's identity. Replacing eK t 
e*, e\ t e, • • •, etc., we。바ain Krstu = 0 (|r|, \s\^ |i|, \u\ 尹). Thus, 
by Lemma 3.3, the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor vanishes.
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REMARK. It is well known that the cosymplectic Bochner curvature 
tensor B vanishes in the cosymplectic space form. But the converse is 
not true, because the locally product manifold M = Afi(c) x 肱2(—c) x 
E1 of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c(c > 0) and —c with 
dimMi + dimM2 = 2g > 4 arid min{dimM\^dimM2} > 2 is a cosym
plectic manifold with vanishing cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor. 
But M is not a cosymplectic space form.
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